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L ong ago, when roads were just tracks formed by 
footsteps, people moved heavy objects by dragging them 

on wooden sleds. Someone in Mesopotamia 5,000 years ago 
flipped two pottery-making wheels on their sides and 
fastened them to a sled to move faster. The idea spread, and 
people began attaching wheels made of stone or tree trunks 
to create carts and wagons. Soon, roads stretched like spider 
webs between cities. Wagons pulled by oxen, yaks, and 
horses rolled along the world’s longest road—the Silk 
Road—from Africa to China. They carried silk, gold, spices, 
and inventions.

Inventors tried to create engines to do the work of 
animals, in order to travel faster and haul goods more easily. 
By the 1600s, people were experimenting with large, clunky 
carriages powered by steam engines. Soon they were testing 
motors powered by electricity and engines powered by gas. 

From sleds 
to semis
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German inventor Gottlieb Daimler built one of the first gas engines 
strong enough to move a vehicle. Daimler had always loved designing 
and tinkering with machines. As a child, he took technical drawing 
classes. As an adult, he worked in a steam engine factory. Daimler used 
his backyard greenhouse as a workshop. Neighbors thought he was 
printing counterfeit money. When the police showed up, they 
discovered that he was building engines.

Daimler attached his engine, called the Phoenix, to the first car with 
four wheels. In 1896, he built the first truck—a carriage with iron-clad 
wooden wheels. Daimler discovered his “motorized goods vehicle” was 
difficult to sell. It cost more than a horse and wagon, and gasoline was 
only sold at pharmacies as a cleaning product. 

This 1898 Daimler Motor-Lastwagon, the world's oldest surviving goods vehicle, is 
on display at the Mercedes-Benz museum in Stuttgart, Germany.
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Cars and trucks began to replace horse-drawn wagons and carriages as 
people realized that vehicles with gas engines were faster, lighter, and 
more powerful. They also didn’t get thirsty, hungry, or sick like horses. 
When World War I broke out in 1914, the truck business boomed. 
Armies wanted tough, rugged trucks. Engineers began building bigger 
trucks with stronger engines and tires that gripped the road. 

Today, trucks come in all sizes—from pickup trucks to tractor-trailers 
(also called semis or 18-wheelers). More than 200 million trucks travel 
the roads. They carry everything from pigs to popsicles, picking up 
freight from ports and railroad yards and delivering it to stores and 
homes. They crisscross every continent, driving across bridges, through 
deserts, over mountains, and even frozen lakes. 
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American Express trucks transporting gold shipped by Great Britain to 
New York City for safekeeping during World War I, in 1915.
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From Sleds to Semis

Most trucks run on diesel, a fuel made from petroleum. 
Petroleum is a fossil fuel, formed over millions of years from 
layers of rock crushing the remains of plants and animals. 
Fossil fuels are a nonrenewable resource: when they’re used 
up, they’re gone. When fossil fuels are burned, they produce 
carbon dioxide, which builds up in the Earth’s atmosphere 
and causes climate change. They also release particulates, 
tiny pieces of leftover fuel, into the air. Particulates contain 
chemicals that harm people and animals. 

Air pollution causes breathing problems and contributes 
to millions of deaths every year. Many people think trucks 
powered by electricity instead of fossil fuels are the solution 
to pollution.

Fun Facts
Every year, trucks in the United States drive 450 
billion miles—driving the distance from Earth to 
Saturn and back 300 times.

Trucks produce billions of tons of carbon dioxide 
every year.
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